Dead nuts on origin

Like other Americans before and since, he meant by it that something was unquestionably and
permanently defunct. That takes care of the meaning, but who or what was Kelsey and what was
so special about those nuts? He turns out to have been a real person, John Kelsey, one of the
pioneers of car manufacture in the USA. By this was based in Windsor, Ontario, just across the
river from Detroit. To start with, he manufactured the wooden wheels that were then state of the
art, but later moved into making wire-spoke wheels and later steel wheels. As Kelsey-Hayes
Canada Ltd, the company still exists. In the view of the public, nothing could be fixed more
tightly. And the obvious anatomical innuendoes in those nuts made the saying just a little
naughty. Though some examples are recorded from the s, the phrase began to become more
widely known in the s. By the early s, it had evolved away from these fairly obvious formations
to the imaginative and metaphorical phrase still used today. It would appear to have been a
close parallel to â€” perhaps borrowed from â€” the much older as dead as a doornail. Donate
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His measurements were dead nuts on. See more words with the same meaning: accurate,
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enabled to vote. Most vulgar Where is this slang used? All Rights Reserved. Add a definition for
this slang term. More info :. Interactive stats :. Other terms relating to ' accurate, probably,
likely, certainly ':. Definitions include: a person who reports the misdeeds of another; " snitch ";
" tattle-tale ". Definitions include: a phrase indicating approval, excitement, or support; " right
on ". Definitions include: to bring up a subject that was resolved or should have been resolved
long ago. Definitions include: a person who simply lays there during sex, without responding.
Definitions include: "these nuts ", i. Definitions include: a dumbass or shithead. Definitions
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heard it might originate in analog scales, where the zero was set by turning nuts, so dead nuts
level was completely accurate; I have heard that might originate as a measurement term, when
there is no movement on a scale or in a leveling bubble, so it was dead zero a. I have also hear
dead balls as a term meaning the same thing. Also dead balls on accurate or similar. I know that
balls out or balls to the wall originated in steam engines when the throttle was on full, and the
earliest form of speedometer was a whirling indicator at the top of the machine with weighted
balls that would fly outward more as the rate of spin increased, so balls out or balls to the wall

would mean full throttle. I don't quite see a connection from that to dead balls though, unless it
meant full stop. Naught is the arithmetical symbol 0 Webster. Zero was replaced with Naught
having the same identifier as a position of "Zero". One can look at the orientation in Nautical
and Firearm Military Terms As described in earlier accounts, and restated here : The point of
departure in reckoning; specifically : the point from which the graduation of a scale as of a
thermometer begins 2 : the temperature represented by the zero mark on a thermometer b : the
setting or adjustment of the sights of a firearm that causes it to shoot to point of aim at a
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heard on something being "dead-on" accurate before. Maybe it's a New Jersey thing? The
origin? Right here. I'm the writer of My Cousin Vinny and I simply made it up. There is no
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Deez Nuts is the punchline of a conversational joke that involves asking someone a
vaguely-phrased question to solicit a follow-up question in response, typically in the form of
one of the five Ws, before yelling out the said phrase in an obnoxious manner. While originally
introduced as a skit track on Dr. Dre's rap album Chronic , the joke saw a huge resurgence after
it was featured in a short comedic sketch by Internet comedian WelvenDaGreat in early On
December 15th, , West Coast rapper Dr. Dre released his debut studio album The Chronic ,
which featured a skit track titled "Deeez Nuuuts. On March 20th, , Instagram user
WelvenDaGreat [1] posted a video clip of himself speaking to a friend on the phone, in which he
tells a joke that "deez nuts" arrived in the mail shown below. In the first month, the video gained
over 58, likes. On March 24th, , YouTuber Javalicius uploaded an extended version of
WelvenDaGreat's video, garnering upwards of , views and comments in the next three weeks
shown below. On April 4th, the Mykleeproduction Instagram [3] feed posted an edited clip from
the children's television series Blue's Clues with the "deez nuts" video added at the end shown
below. On April 11th, Viner Khadi Don posted a scene from the superhero film Spider-Man with
the "deez nuts" clip dubbed over the original audio shown below, left. The same day, the Co
Vines YouTube channel uploaded a compilation of notable "deez nuts" Vine remixes,
accumulating more than , views and 70 comments in 48 hours shown below, right. In the first 24
hours, the tweet gained over 9, retweets and 4, favorites. View All Videos. View All Images.
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